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ABSTRACT 

Currently Merck’s observational research activities rely heavily upon electronic medical record (EMR) and electronic 
administrative insurance claim (AIC) data, which are purchased from vendors and often stored in-house on the 
current Oracle® Exadata platform.  This platform provides efficient storage and access to these types of electronic 
databases, which usually are organized as traditional structured relational database tables that may approach billions 
of observations in size.  However, as the rapid acceleration of worldwide electronic data generation continues, new 
sources of nontraditional data are expected to become increasingly relevant to pharmaceutical research. These new 
sources, collectively termed ‘Big Data’, are characterized as potentially massive and arriving in various formats, often 
unstructured--features that will render them increasingly less compatible with traditional computer architecture.  To 
prepare for future data demands while supporting our current traditional data requirements, Merck’s Center for 
Observational and Real world Evidence (CORE) is evaluating Hadoop, an architecture and methodology designed to 
efficiently and inexpensively meet the storage, retrieval, and analysis requirements of Big Data’s immense and 
variably structured data.  Currently underway is an assessment of Hadoop’s capability to meet Merck’s current EMR 
and AIC data processing requirements.  Initial testing is proving favorable, and if the final phase of testing is also 
positive, Hadoop will offer a platform that will both meet today’s data requirements and offer a compatible, scalable 
architecture for accommodating tomorrow’s Big Data.  

INTRODUCTION 

Currently underway within CORE (Merck’s Center for Observational and Real world Evidence) is a proof-of-value 
evaluation of Hadoop--a cost-efficient, powerful, new-generation architecture designed to quickly process massive 
data sources known collectively as ‘Big Data’.  The Hadoop initiative within CORE is two-fold: 

• The first objective is to evaluate Hadoop as an alternative to our current relational database architecture for 
efficiently extracting the very large (but not quite ‘Big Data’) electronic health care and medical claims 
records data currently used within CORE.   

– Assuming cost savings, performance viability and sufficient platform usability, Hadoop would 
replace the current ORACLE Exadata platform for storing and delivering data to the statistical 
programming HP UNIX platform, where SAS® data processing and analysis are conducted (e.g., 
the creation of disease cohorts, analysis of patient comorbidities by drug usage, etc.). 

• The second, longer-term objective is to additionally allow the capability to both extract and analyze truly 
massive, unstructured ‘Big Data’, all directly within the Hadoop architecture.   

– The expanded computing power of this fully within-architecture processing is key to our future 
preparedness to manage the emerging Big Data sources that are expected to become increasingly 
relevant to the pharmaceutical industry.  

OBJECTIVE 1:  HADOOP VS EXADATA 

Hadoop challenged the status quo and was introduced as a scale-out technology using low-cost, less specialized, 
mass-produced commodity computers for massive storage and processing.  The graphic below demonstrates the old 
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memory sharing vertical architectures of traditional systems, vs the share nothing, horizontal approach of Hadoop.  
Exadata may be seen as a hybrid of the two. While Exadata and Hadoop both share some scale-out architecture 
components, Hadoop’s leveraging of commodity hardware can significantly reduce the cost to compute and store 
data at scale. 
 

 

 

The following two tables summarize Hadoop versus Exadata on their profile of relevant characteristics and on the 
preliminary performance metrics for meeting current data processing demands with electronic medical records (EMR) 
and electronic insurance claims (AIC). 

HADOOP VS. EXADATA:  
PROFILE OF CHARACTERISTICS 

  Hadoop Exadata (Current Merck data platform) 
   

Hardware Distributed storage and processing across 
small, low-cost computers 

Single high-powered computer 

Scalability and 
Capacity 

Add more inexpensive computers as needed 
• Theoretically limitless scalability 

  

Inherent hardware limits to scale and capacity, 
requiring major upgrades  

Software Public domain  Proprietary and costly 
Licensing Public domain Ongoing fee 
Compatibility 
with SAS 

Long-term commitment by SAS for compatibility 
with SAS architecture and SAS products.  SAS 
currently supports three integration models with 
Hadoop called FROM, IN, or WITH.  The 
current assessment used the “WITH” 
integration. 

Relational database, must extract desired data 
subsets and transfer to SAS-compatible server 

Performance Distributing the processing load concurrently (in 
parallel) to an expandable set of multiple 
computers dramatically improves processing 
speed 
  

• ‘Very large’ vendor data extraction time:  
o Seconds, minutes versus----> 

  
• Truly ‘Big Data’ processing: Hadoop 

architecture and software are designed 
for optimal processing of massive 
unstructured data 

  

Serial processing within the single unit limits 
processing speed 
   
  
 

• ‘Very large’ vendor data extraction time:  
o Minutes, hours 

  
• Truly ‘Big Data’ processing: Hardware 

capacity and relational database 
architecture are not suitable for processing 
massive unstructured data 
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HADOOP VS. EXADATA:  
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS WITH CURRENT ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD AND 

INSURANCE CLAIMS DATA TABLES 
  Hadoop/SAS LASR/HPA Exadata (Current Merck data platform) 

      

Data Extraction1 6.15 seconds   versus ------> 
4.0 seconds     versus ------> 
4.9 min             versus ------> 
11.5 min           versus ------> 
4.8 min             versus ------> 

23.63 seconds 
14.96 seconds 
4.1 min 
30 min 
2 min 

SAS Code 
Processing2 

55 seconds      versus ------> 
16 seconds      versus ------> 
15 seconds      versus ------> 
55 seconds      versus ------> 
16 seconds      versus ------> 
58 seconds      versus ------> 

5 hours, 52 min, 21 seconds 
6 min, 25 seconds 
5 min, 47 seconds 
8 hours, 52 min 
11 min 
9 hours, 27 min 

Footnotes 1. To date, results range from ~300% extraction improvement using Hadoop to ~140% 
performance decline.  Runs for additional test cases are in progress. Note that data were 
extracted to a SAS Institute server proximally located to the Hadoop hardware.  The next 
phase of testing will involve extraction to the current, geographically distant Merck HP Unix 
server to determine exact performance metrics.  
 
Note also that the extraction advantage of Hadoop depends on extraction query construction, 
which will be further addressed in the next testing phase. 

  
2. The power of parallel processing shows dramatic results as the model is developed in-

memory across multiple nodes, as opposed to a single thread on disk. 
 

 

THE CURRENT AND PROPOSED PLATFORMS 

The two graphics below show the current Oracle Exadata /HP UNIX platform for meeting today’s electronic medical 
record (EMR) and health insurance claims (AIC) data requirements, and the proposed Hadoop / HP UNIX Platform 
for additionally meeting tomorrow’s Big Data processing requirements. 
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 ORACLE EXADATA / HP UNIX PLATFORM

 

 

PROPOSED HADOOP / HP UNIX PLATFORM
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OBJECTIVE 2:  PREPARING FOR BIG DATA 

The exponential explosion of data generated daily is just in its early stages (Philadelphia Big Data Conference, 2015). 

• During the single year of 2012, nearly 500 times the amount of data were generated than since the dawn of 
mankind. 

• Through 2013 to 2020, nearly 17,000 times the amount of data will have been generated than since the 
dawn of mankind. 

• By 2020, information will double every 73 days. 

  
The generally agreed upon definition of Big Data may be viewed as follows: 

Volume:   Data too large for standard database management tools 

Velocity:  Delivered at incredibly fast rates, often real time, not always predictable timing 

Variability: Arrives in various formats, often unstructured (as opposed to relational or standard row-
column format)  

Versatility: Various sources and types of data 

 

THE DATA LAKE 

The immense, variably structured data representing Big Data is best characterized not as data streams, but as a fluid 
data lake of disparate data sources that somehow must be linked to extract the collective data relevant to the analysis 
at hand. 

Big Data is: 
•   Potentially massive 
•   Without an assumed single structure 
•   Not data tables, but a fluid data lake of possibly dissimilar data sources. 

  
Traditional storage and retrieval systems are not designed for Big Data. Instead, with Big Data: 

•   Data prep, cleansing, linking happen just-in-time 
•   No up-front extraction, transformation and loading into a structured environment 
•   Linking across sources and entities can happen flexibly and incrementally 
•   Linkages across disparate data sources are customized to the business need at hand 
•   Linkage solutions are developed only as needed, minimizing resource needs 

 
Hadoop’s distributed processing across multiple parallel computing paths efficiently manages the massive 
storage and computational requirements of unstructured data sources 

•   Example: full prostate tumor genetic sequences (exomes) (Roche Pharmaceuticals, 2014) 
 

o 15 seconds to search 4,002,926,334 rows of exome variants and join with 14,787,223 rows of 
expression data 
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BIG DATA AND THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY 

The table below displays the variety of Big Data sources that are or will likely become relevant to the pharmaceutical 
industry.  Adding a layer of complexity is the availability of these sources as regional, national, or worldwide 
databases, all potentially with their own unique data structure, content, code maps, etc. 
 

Sources of Big Data for Pharma 

Regional, National, Worldwide Databases 

  

Patient histories Patient registries Electronic medical 
records 

Medical insurance 
claims 

Prescription claims Lab data Imaging data Genomic data 

Physician office data and 
freehand notes 

Wearable medical device data Government records Market/Sales data 

Web-based data: 

• News feeds  
• Social media streams:  blogs, patient experience forums, etc.  
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BIG DATA SYNERGIES ACROSS THE PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE  
 
The following graphic gives some sense of the interplay between the various phases of the pharmaceutical product 
life cycle and the wide range of Big Data sources of potential relevance at the various life cycle stages.  

 

 
  

 
 

 

Adapted from: Defay, T. and Mehta, V. (2014) 
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THE BIG DATA CHALLENGES AHEAD 

First and foremost: an understanding of the data and the tools needed to mine the data are essential: 
 

• Learn what data are out there for your product life cycle focus 
• Brainstorm how this emerging novel data can be harnessed to meet your business and research needs: 

o Precision targeting of clinical trial objectives and populations 
o Confirmatory data for your submissions 
o Real-world, long-term product pharmacovigilance and competitor monitoring after launch 
o ‘Advance warning’ monitoring of news feeds and social media streams for negative sentiment 

potentially compromising our products, allowing for quick response via appropriate communication 
outlets 

o Etc. 
• Identify and acquire the most value-rich data sources 
• Establish the data linkages relevant to your needs 

o The challenge:  relate fragmented knowledge across multiple sources of disparate data with 
traditionally incompatible structures and vocabularies 

o Learn the tools (there are many):  Text analytics and other informatics resources 
 

PREPARING FOR THE ANALYSIS CHALLENGES  

Examine whether traditional research and statistical methodology will meet the analysis potential and data 
shortcomings of Big Data. 

• n=ALL 
• Potentially very weak signals in much noise 
• Sampling procedures and population definition across disparate and fragmented sources 
• New sources of bias 
• New challenges to statistical inference 
• Need for new measures of confidence and strength of relationship? 
• New industry standards and analysis procedures to be established and adopted? 

o In clinical trials we have traditional and established inferential methodology for well controlled 
randomized studies 

o In systematically collected observational data we have propensity scores as a proxy to 
randomization  

o What new methodologies will need to emerge for Big Data?  

CONCLUSIONS 

The first objective of the Hadoop Proof of Value Initiative within CORE is currently underway to confirm whether 
Hadoop can reliably replace the current Oracle Exadata system in interfacing with the HP UNIX Statistical 
Programming platform.  Performance benchmarking test results to date are favorable based on the size of Hadoop 
cluster, and final testing is progressing.  

The second objective, to prepare a truly Big Data Hadoop architecture, will allow us to store, process and analyze the 
emerging Big Data sources that are expected to become increasingly relevant to the pharmaceutical industry--
sources that may very well include social media and other streaming web-based data.   

And with this preparedness for processing these novel, untested Big Data sources comes the need and opportunity 
for novel data mining, summarization and statistical analysis approaches.  Without these efforts to extract value from 
these largely untested ‘data lakes’, we risk our competitive edge against other players who are committed to 
leveraging the untapped value buried within the emerging universe of Big Data. 
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